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L. Back nd information

. What is 'self-sustainability'?

By'sustainability'we mean the likelihood that a project will continue to function effectively
after APOC support comes to an end. Under'sustainability' there are two further concepts:
* Self-sufJiciency: the ability of a project to continue functioning effectively, using only

resources generated within the country itself.
* Self-sustainability: the ability of a project to continue functioning effectively, using both

its own resources and those provided from outside - provided the latter are dependable.
In this exercise we are going to be working with'self-sustainability'as our guiding concept.

. Aspects of sustainability

We judge that projects will be more sustainable if the following aspects are present:
x Elfectiveness: projects that are functioning effectively are more likely to be sustainable.* Efficiency: prdjects that are run cost-effectively are more likely to be sustainable.* Simpliclr): projects that use simple, uncomplicated routines and procedures are more

likely to be sustainable.x Integration: projects which have become integrated into the routine running of the health
services are more likely to be sustainable.* Attitude: projects are more likely to be sustainable if staff have accepted CDTI as a

routine activity, which they will continue to do even in the absence of additional material
reward; and if they accept that they will have to adapt their routines to become more
efficient.

* Resources: projects are more likely to be sustainable if they have enough resources
(human, material, financial) to support what they are trying to do.

You will note that the different indicators of self-sustainability embody these elements. In
particular the last three groups of indicators embody the 'Resources' aspect.

. Levels of self-sustainability

We are going to evaluate self-sustainability at four levels, in the organisation of the health
services of the countries concerned:

A National headquarters of the Ministry of Health Use Instrument no.1

B Province/ resior/ State - a qrouD of health districts
C Health district/ local sovernment authoriw (LGA) Use Instrument no.2
D Health sub-district/ first line health facility Use Instrument no.3

E Villase/ communitv Use Instrument no.4
Please note that the situation regarding these levels varies from country to country:
* Level A is of course common to all projects in that country. It should be evaluated by

itself, regarding self-sustainability. In Nigeria this level includes both 'Federal' and

'Zonal' components.



* We evaluate the projects themselves at levels B to E. In some countries the project is
based at level B, in others at level C. In the latter case there may be no levef B. The
important thing is to collect information at each level of the health service, where CDTI
activity takes place.* 
Yt have developed 4 instruments for data collection about self-sustainability. In the table
above it shows which instrument is to be used at which level.

Indicators of self-sustainabitity

These indicators were decided upon by the team which met in Ouagadougou, and all appear
in the instrument. They are grouped into 9 categories. These categoiies relate to:* The results achieved in the project (1 group of indicators)* The routine activities which produce the results (5 groups of indicators)* The resources provided for these activities to take place (3 groups of indicators).
This results in the following groups of indicators at the four levels:

Level of operation
Groups of
indicators

Headquarters/
province/

reeion/ State

District
/LGA

Sub-district/
First line
facilitv

Village/
Community

1. Coverage t t t t Indicators
of results
achieved

2. Planning t t t t

Indicators
of

activities
which

support
CDTI

3. Providing
leadershin

t t t t
4. Supervision and

monitoring
t t t t

5. Mectizan
procurement
and distribution

t t t t

6. Training and
sensitisation/
mobilization

t t t t

7. Financing/
fundine

t t t t
Indicators

of
resources
provided

8. Transport and
other material
resources

t t t t

9. Human
resources

t t t t



2. P arr for the evaluation visit

We aim to complete as many project'self-sustainability'evaluations as possible, by the middle of
June 2002 - this refers of course to projects which are in their fifth year of APOC funding. The
reason for the deadline is that there is a meeting ofNOCs and NGDO coalition chairpersons
scheduled for June in Nigeria, and 'self-sustainability' is going to be high on the agenda there.

The two team members in Pretoria have particulars of the dates on which team members are
available. They will plan provisional dates for visits in close cooperation with Dr Amazigo in
Ouagadougou, and between them they will then contact the team members and NOCs in the
countries concerned to check if the dates suit them as well.

, The sequence of preparing for each visit will take the following form:

' Dates are agreed and teams allocated (including team leaders)

APOC alranges for the 'John the Baptist' visit (see below) a week or two before the
evaluation. This person will draw up a provisional plan for the fieldwork, in collaboration
with the team leader (they communicate electronically or by fax). The team leader sends the
provisional timetable to Dr Amazigo at Ouagadougou.

The APOC office in Ouagadougou:* Informs team members of the coming evaluation and obtains their consent.* Arranges travel, subsistence etc. for the team.* Sends the Guidelines, instruments and provisional timetable to the team members,
electronically.

2.1 The 6John the Baptist'visit

The role of this person is to make all the arrangements necessary for the visit of the team.

A suitable person should be appointed by the APOC office in Ouagadougou to undertake this
preparatory visit about two weeks before the visit by the team. This person should be conversant
with the instruments and the requirements of the team, and should be in touch with the team
leader before and during the visit.

The tasks of this support person include:

' Going personally to the project site, and planning the practical details described below with
the project directors (State and NGDO).

' Taking the sample of the sites to be visited, in accordance with the instructions set out in the
next section.

' Planning the courtesy calls and report back meetings (attempting to go as 'high' as possible
in the Ministry/ political hierarchy)

' When all of this has been done, drawing up a tentative timetable for the visit.



' Giving advance warning to all sites/ persons sampled, of the dates and times when they will
be visited by the team - either personally, or by sending them an introductory letter (see
Appendix 1).

' Ensuring that all necessary documentation is available to the evaluation team.
. Ensuring that sufficient transport will be available to the team.
. Ensuring that suitable accommodation will be available to the team.
. Ensuring that arrangements have been made to pay subsistence and travel allowances to team

members, and also to those who will be travelling to attend the 'feedback/ planning'
workshops in Week 2.

. Planning the site and participants for the 'feedback/ planning workshops in Week 2; ensuring
that participants are invited in good time.

' Selecting local team members to accompany the evaluating team throughout the field work.

The 'John the Baptist' person may participate in the actual evaluation.



3. Manasins the evaluation visit

3.1 Sampling

The sampling is done purposively, not randomly. This is because a random sample from a small
population may easily be non-representative. We use the following criteria:
. The primary criterion is coverage (geographical and therapeutic). This is because it is a

measure of the performance of the whole system * and it is the self-sustainability of that
system that we are evaluating.

. The following secondary criteria are also taken into consideration:x Endemicity: ensuring that, as far as possible, the sample contains both hyper-endemic
and meso-endemic areas (more or less in the same proportion as that of the REMO results
for the project area).* Geographical spread: ensuring that, as far as possible, the sample contains areas which
represent the different zones where the project operates, and communities which are
closer to towns and some which are more isolated.

For projects containing many districts/ LGAs (e.g. Nigeria)

' For each project, you sample at least three districts (one with good coverage; one with
medium coverage; one with poor coverage).

. For each district/ LGA, you sample two sub-districts (one with good coverage, one with poor
coverage)

. For each sub-district, you sample two villages (one with good coverage; one with poor
coverage).

For projects containing 1-2 districts (e.g. Uganda)
. For each project, you sample the one or two districts.
. If there is only one district;

* You sample four sub-dishicts (one with good coverage, two with medium coverage and
one with poor coverage).* For each sub-dishict you sample two villages (one with good coverage and one with poor
coverage)

. Ifthere are tyvo districts:
* You sample three sub-districts in each (one with good coverage, one with medium

coverage and one with poor coverage).
* For each sub-district you sample two villages (one with good coverage and one with poor

coverage)

In both of these examples you also you endeavour to satisfy the secondary criteria. This means

that, if there are two items with more or less the same coverage, you choose between them in
such a way that the total sample also satisfies the secondary criteria.



Since we only have a limited time to do the fieldworlg we also have to take into account
accessibility and convenience. If there are two or more areas which are very similar in every
way, we select the one that is easiest to get to.

3.2 The sequence of the visit

. Team members travel to the site of the project headquarters, arriving on the Saturday before
the field work starts (which will be on the Monday following). They are expected to
familiarise themselves with the following documents before arrival:
* This'Guideline' document.
* The four instruments.
* The provisional timetable.
These documents will be forwarded electronically to each team member.

. The team spends the Sunday planning for the coming work. They go through the guidelines
and instruments together, adjust the provisional timetable if necessary, and constitute the
teams which will be doing the fieldwork.

. Field visits take place from the Monday to the Friday:
* Project data is collected at all the levels, at the sampled sites.
* The NOCP office in the Ministry Headquarters also needs to be evaluated. This office

serves all the projects in the country, so it only needs to be evaluated once. This
evaluation will be the job of the first evaluation team to visit that country. They have to
create a small team that will go back to the Ministry HQ at some time during the first or
second weeks, to do the necessary data collection (interviews and document study). Note
that this report is written up separately (except in countries with only one project, where it
will form part of the project report).

. The weekend following is used to:
* Analyse the data collected systematically - drawing the necessary conclusions and

making recommendations.

" Write the draft report. //^'
* Plan for the 'feedback/ planning' workshops of the coming Monday to Wednesday.

. On the Monday to Wednesday of the second week, the 'feedback/ planning' workshops are

held:* Monday: workshop for the project level
* Tuesday and Wednesday: workshops for the health district/ LGA level. The idea is not to

have too many people at one workshop, otherwise the workshop becomes difficult to
handle. So if a project includes many health districts/ LGAs, half of these are invited to

attend on the Tuesday, and the other half on the Wednesday.
It is important to note that the evaluation team will gain insights during these workshops, that

they did not pick up during the fieldwork. This additional information will have to be

included in the data analysis, since it may well influence the recommendations that the team

will make.



' Throughout the visit we recommend that the team meet every evening, to discuss the day's
progress and problems, and to plan the following day's work. On the last evening they
evaluate the whole evaluation process, and make recommendations about future
recommendations. These are forwarded to all members of the core team (including Dr
Amazigo).

' Another important aspect of the visit is the political one, of doing advocacy with decision
makers at the local and national levels. The fact is that for the projects to be sustained, they
are going to need regular and substantial financial contributions from the Ministry of Healih
and/ or local government. Outsiders are often able to state this obvious truth withmore
authority than local workers. Each team must therefore pay courtesy calls to the relevant civil
servants and political heads early during the visit, and if possible give them personal
feedback towards the end of the visit. They should try to go as high as possible: to the
Minister of Health her/ himself, or to the State governor (in Nigeria). The point to be
emphasised during such visits is this: the Ministry has within itself a project which is really
working well; a relatively small amount of money will keep it doing so; and failure to fund it
will mean the return of misery to thousands of people.

3.3 The timetabie for the visit

We suggest you spend 1l days at each project - we found at Taraba (the second evaluation,
after the trial at Kaduna) that this was sufficient.

There will be six of you in each team. You have to divide yourselves into three teams - let's
call them I, II and III:

* Team I: This should be the team leader and one other. This team has to work with staff at
Ministry Headquarters level (in case of this being the first evaluation in that country).
When s/he has finished this task sftre joins the other teams for the district level work.* Teams II and III: Two persons each, with a mix of expertise and experience.

Here is a possible timetable:

Saturday Travglling day - all teams go havel to the proiect headquarters
Sundav Orientation day at the project headquarters
Monday ' All teams: courtesy visits to MoH and NGDO management

. Team I: data collection at project headquarters (MoH and NGDO)
' Teams II and III: data collection in the field: health district/ LGA level and

below
Tuesday . Team I: data collection at project headquarters (MoH and NGDO)

' Teams II and III: data collection in the field: health district/ LGA level and
below

Wednesday
- Thursday

All teams: data collection in the field: health district/ LGA level and below
In case this is the first visit to the country, Team I travels to the Ministry He
to collect data for the national level

I

I

Friday All teams: feedback to the health districts/ LGAs visited



Saturday-
Sunday

All teams:
. analyse the data, work out the recommendations, write the draft report
. plan for the coming 'feedback/ planning' workshops

Monday 'Feedback/ plann ng' workshop for the proiect/ State level
Tuesdav 'Feedback/ plann ng' workshop for the health district/ LGA level (first round)
Wednesday 'Feedback/ planning' workshop for the health dishict/ LGA level (second round,

if needed)
Thursday Departure for home

You will clearly need to adapt this timetable according to the specifics of each situation.* The number of visits and interviews a team can handle per day will clearly vary from
country to country and project to project.

* Note again: in each country the Ministry Headquarters only needs to be visited once. This
means that if there are two or more projects to be evaluated in a country, the
Headquarters level only needs to be evaluated during one of these two evaluation visits.
The information obtained there will then be made available to the second evaluation
team.

3.4 Using the instrument in the field

. On the Saturday andlor Sunday, immediately after arriving, the team members should go
through the instruments together, to arrive at a common understanding of what they mean
and what they require. Note that this exercise is not formal research - it is an evaluation of
each project with respect to its self-sustainability. The instrument should therefore be seen as

a guide, which will help the evaluation team members to make a series ofjudgements about
the self-sustainability of the project:
* Each judgement is made against one of the indicators/ criteria of self-sustainability that

have been identified.
* Each judgement is made based not only on the information gathered at that level, but also

on the supporting evidence gathered at other levels.
* Note that additional information will be obtained during the 'feedback/ planning'

workshops. This should also be taken into account when making the judgements.
* In making these judgements team members use information from as many sources and

operational levels as they can. Such triangulation strengthens the validity of the
judgements. For example, the report that dishict level staff give about their supervision
activities can be verified by asking sub-dishict staff about their experiences of the same
supervision.

* Whenever written evidence is used as supportive evidence, it is important that the
document be carefully scrutinised by the evaluators, so that they understand it to mean
what it purports to mean.

. When a team arrives at a site, they do the normal greetings and inhoductions. They explain
what the visit is about, and discuss confidentiality and voluntary participation. They request
the respondents to provide the necessary documentation.
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r As soon as possible the interview starts. The answers to the questions are written in the boxes
on the instrument. Where necessary information from documents is added to the interview
data. It is best to use a pencil, so that corrections can easily be made. The judgement: 'How
good is this for sustainability?' is left for later, when the whole team looks at all the evidence
together on the Saturday and Sunday.

' We agreed in Ouagadougou that each team should invite at least one person from the project
team to join it during fieldwork. This is to enable these persons to gain a deeper
understanding of sustainability at first hand. However in Kaduna we encountered a specific
problem with project staff during field visits. They wanted to use the opportunity as a
routine management exercise, whereas the real reason for the fieldwork is research./ data
collection. In short, they spoke too muctq didn't listen and generally tended to dominate the
proceedings. Before leaving for the field this potential problem must be discussed with the
colleagues. They should be asked to let the evaluation team take the lead; to listen rather than
to speak; and to limit their questions to those on the instrument.

' When interviewing a person from a certain level (especially government employees) it is not
a good idea to havp her/ his superior present. The reason is obvious: s/he may not feel free to
express her/ his real opinion.

' Upon retuming from the field every day the instruments have to be checked, to see that they
are fully filled in. The completed instruments are handed to the team leader for safe keeping.

3.6 Data from document study

At the beginning of each instrument is a list of the documents that you should try to get hold of,
when you are at that particular level. You will not always be able to get all of it, but as much as
possible of it will be helpful. As you go through the document you keep a blank copy of the
instrument for that level next to you. Whenever you come across a relevant piece of information,
you write it in the relevant box. S

Note that you will also be making observations as you go around. Write these on a piece of
paper, and enter them into an instrument for the relevant level as soon as you have a moment.
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4. Analvsine the data collected and makins recommendations

The whole team meets together to analyse the data. This mainly happens on the Saturday and
Sunday, but may begin earlier, in the evenings during the week. The team leader chairs the
discussion. Colleagues from the project should be encouraged to be present. The following
process is followed:

4.1 Summarising the field data

. You do the analysis one level at a time. The first step is top assemble all the information that
has been collected at that level - from interviews, document study and observations.

. The team tackles the indicators one by one. Each piece of information that has been collected
for that indicator is presented by the person who collected it.

. The chairperson uses a blank copy of the instrument (paper or electronic) and fills in each
piece of information that is presented. This data will eventually have to be typed into the
instrument template for each level, and will form part of the final report.

' Note that, due to time constraints, it may be necessary to divide up this work between two
teams by giving each that data from a different level to summarise. Try doing one together
and see how fast you go. If you do split forces, each team must have the data from all sources
about that level available. Each team then presents its findings to the other to check.

4.2 Grading each indicator

. Once all the evidence has been led for a particular indicator at a particular level, the team
makes a joint decision on: 'Is this good for sustainability?'. The following grading is used:

Grading Meaning Numerical
value

Fullv The criterion s fullv satisfied/ met. 4

Hiehlv The criterion s almost fullv met - there is a small deficit. 3

Moderately The criterion s about halfivay fulfilled. 2

Slishtlv The criterion s marsinallv fulfilled I
Not at all The criterion is not fulfilled at all. 0
Not aoolicable This criterion is not relevant to this particular case.

. Indicators in Group I have a modification of this system, as follows:

tor rcal
Gradins Numerical value

Fullv (100% coverase) 4
Hiehlv (problem with nomads only) 3

Moderatelv (a few villaees/ hamlets not covered) 2

Sliehtlv (manv villases/ hamlets not covered) I
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For tic covera
Grading Numerical value

Fullv (>85% coverase) 4
Hiehlv 0 5-84% coveraqe) 3
Moderatelv (6.5-7 4% coverase) 2
Sliehtlv (less than 65%o coverase) I

4.3 Grading groups of indicators

Once all the indicators have been graded by the team, a score can easily be worked out for each
group of indicators. This is done by getting a mathematical average - for example:

For the'Planning' group of indicators at District/ LGA level there are three indicators.
Suppose the scoresfor these three are 3, 3 and 2. The overall scorefor'Planning'at this
level is therefore (i+3+2)/3 : 2.7

Note though that the 'average numerical value' is only a representation of the ordinal series:
'fully', 'highly' .. etc. The scores for all the groups of indicators at a certain level may then be
illustrated in a table, or graphically - for example:

Kaduna Project: self-sustainability at LGA level
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In this way the main problem areas for sustainability are made clear.

4.4 Describing the main findings verbally

Having graded a group of indicators (e.g. 'Leadership') the factual content of that group must be
summarised in a paragraph. Both positive and negative findings are given, in such a way that all
agree that the totality of the data is represented. The result of this process is nine paragraphs of
varying lengths.

Note that this is a critically important step of the evaluation. The grading exercise point to areas
of major weakness - a skeleton - but this analysis produces the meat of the report. The
recommendations that follow will be principally based on it.

4,5 Making recommendations

Finally the group has to make recommendations, about steps that projects and countries need to
take to achieve self-sustainability. These recommendations are made for each of the four levels,
and should have the following characteristics:

' They must be skictly based on the findings of the field work. They address the areas of poor
self-sustainability that the research has uncovered.

. They must be practical and achievable:
* For each recommendation a suggestion must be made, about who should be responsible

for carrying it out.
* For each recommendation a deadline or time line should be suggested.* One or more indicators of achievement must be given for each recommendation.

. Recommendations should be prioritised, as follows:
* HIGH: this recommendation is critically important. If it is not carried out the project will

not be sustained.
* MEDIUM: this recommendation is important but not critical. Carrying it out will enhance

the self-sustainability of the project though.
* There should not be any LOW priority recommendations.

4,6 Grading a whole project

Finally the team may grade the whole project, in terms of its overall sustainability. The expert
group meeting in Ouagadougou considered that it could be useful to grade each project, for the
following reasons:
. It gives an immediate idea of the self-sustainability of the project as a whole.
' It sets a baseline against which to measure progress in achieving self-sustainability.

This evaluation is done using all of the available information gained during the course of the
evaluation. It is recommended that teams resist the urge to allocate a numerical value to the
sustainability of a project - the grading is an overall impression, and not a mathematical
summative scoring of individual elements of sustainability.
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When grading the project as a whole, it is important to bear in mind that there are a number of
critical elements of sustainability, without any of which it is unlikely that any project will be
self-sustainable:

' Money - there should be sufficient money available to undertake strictly necessary tasks
which have been carefully thought through and planned (absolute minimum residual
activities).

' Transporl - provision must be made for the replacement and repair of vehicles. There must
be a reasonable assurance that a vehicle will be available for minimum essential activities.
Note that'vehicle' does not necessarily imply '4x4' or even .car,.

' Supervision - the project will not be sustained without timeous mobilisation and targeted
supportive supervision.

' Mectizan supply - the supply system must be dependable. The bottom line is that enough
drugs must arrive in villages at the time selected by the villagers.

' Political commitment - effectively demonshated by awareness of the CDTI process among
policy makers (resulting in tangible support); and a sense of community ownership of the
programme.

Other indicators remain important and should be taken into account together with the more
critical elements listed above.

Against this background, the following schedule may be used to grade the project as a whole:

4.7 Mistakes to be avoided in the analysis

The following problem areas were noted in the analysis of the first two projects:
' The analysis (and recommendations) could focus on the functioning of the project, rather

than its sustainability.

' The analysis could be incomplete, not taking significant pieces of field data into account.
' The recommendations could be superficial, non-specific and unrealistic.
' Sometimes findings at one level were not consistent with those of another level.
The team leader must ensure that these mistakes are avoided.

l5

Level of
sustainability

Description

Excellent This project s completely sustainable
High This project is not far from being sustainable. with feedback from the te-am

before departure, the project staff should be able to undertake the required
remedial action.

Moderate This project is potentially sustainable, but will require rethinking and
mobilisation of high-level support to get it on the road asain.

Low This project is seriously unsustainable - there is some doubt as to whether it
ever will be. It needs a lot of immediate expert guidance from outside.



5. The 'Feedback/ plannins' worksho

This evaluation exercise aims to set the projects firmly on the road to self-sustainability. This
means that the team has to do more than evaluate - it also has to set a process of planning in
motion, based on its findings. This is done through two or more 'feedbacU planning' workshops,
to be held at each level where major decisions about the CDTI programme are made. These
workshops have the following aims:
. Feedback

In the workshop we present the evaluation team's findings to all the relevant project staff and
political figures, who have responsibility for the CDTI programme, The team has to inform
them what happened - it has to present them with its findings.

' Planning
We also have to enable project and political staff at these levels to work together to develop a
realistic programme for the coming years, based on the findings of the evaluation. This plan
should as far as possible ensure the sustainability of the participants' own CDTI programme.

The process described'below is based on experience gained so far in the Taraba and Kaduna
evaluations. From them we have learnt the following:
' Preparation for the workshops should be done by the project directors (Ministry and NGDO)

and the 'John the Baptist' person. They have to invite those who will be attending, in good
time. Written invitations to those who should attend, at least a week before the event. Separate workshops are held for the project/ State level, and the health district/ LGA level.
The higher level workshop is held first, since it acquaints staff at that level with the
workshop process - which they will help to facilitate on the following day(s), for the middle
level. The workshops should be held at the project headquarters.

. If considered necessary a third workshop may be held for the national level.

. Each workshop lasts for takes 7-8 hours.

5.3 The higher level (project/ State) workshop

. The followine persons should attend this workshop:
* From the official health service:

- The project leader/ SOC.
- Senior officials in charge of the project (e.g. director of the section in which the

project leader works; the permanent secretary).
- Field workers implementing the project at this level/ SOCT.* From the NGDO: the officer allocated to the project.* Any other stakeholder who normally contributes to plannine at this level.

The programme for the workshop is designed to fulfll the two objectives given above. An
example of such a programme is given in Appendix 3. This programme may be used as an
example, but will obviously need to be adjusted according to the circumstances. More details
about the programme are given in 5.3 below.

Members of the evaluation team function as facilitators for this workshop.
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5.4 The middle level (health district/ LGA) workshop

. The followine Dersons should attend this
* From the official health service:

- The management team responsible for running the health service at this level;
including the person responsible for disease control programmes.

- The CDTI programme manager at this level.
* Relevant civil authorities at this level.
* Anv other stakeholder. who normally contributes to planning at this level

. One or two of these workshops may be held - this depends on the number of persons who
will be attending. It is difficult to run a workshop if there are more than 40 participants. In
Nigeria for example one project may contain up to l6 LGAs, who are each asked to send 4-5

\, delegates. In such a situation it is clearly necessary to run two identical workshops on

consecutive days.

. Once again, the piogramme for the workshop is designed to fulfil the two objectives given

above. An example of such a programme is given in Appendix 4. This programme may be

used as an example, but will obviously need to be adjusted according to the circumstances.

More details about the programme are given in 5.3 below.

. Note in particular that the workshops at this level provide us with the opportunity to gather

more important information about self-sustainability. This is because we are able to meet

those health districts/ LGAs which were not included in our sample. A questionnaire may

therefore be administered to them, at some time during the day's programme. An example of
such a questionnaire is given in Appendix2.The data obtained in this way should be used to

revise the findings and conclusions that were made, following the initial analysis of the data

collected during the field work.

' The facilitators at this workshop are:
' * The evaluation team

* The persons who attended the higher level workshop.

- 5.3 General comments about the workshops

. In some situations the health district and the project are the same. In that case only one
- workshop needs to be held.

. It is important that the workshop should be led by someone with good workshop skills -
someone with experience of running workshops. You should appoint the team member who

is most experienced in this way, to be in charge of the workshop programme.

. The following practical arrangements need attention, for both kinds of workshop:
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Those who attend the health districU LGA level workshop will need travel and
accommodation allowances. APOC management has agreed to fund this. However the
team leader has to make sure that the funds are applied for, and that the cash will be

available for participants at the end of each workshop. In this he will have the assistance
of the project leadership and the NOC, who have experience in these matters.

Participants have to be provided with tea and lunch. Again. APOC has agreed to pay, but
the team leader has to make sure that the project leadership/ NOC arrange this. It is very
important that the meals should arrive on time.

* The roomwherethe takes place must be carefully chosen:

- It must be big enough to accommodate the expected number of persons

attending.
- It should be at some distance from the project office, so that there are no

unnecessary intemrptions such as people being asked to take telephone calls.
- It should be quiet - e.g. no busy road or electricity generator nearby.
- It should not be too hot - if there is no air conditioning, fans may be needed.

The followin materials should also be APOC will foot the bill

* Note that the more care is taken with practical details, the better the workshop will run.

Note the following about the workshop programme:

* At the beginning of the workshop the concept of 'self-sustainability' needs to be

discussed. We have been doing that as a presentation, followed by a discussion. We also

gave participants a handout on the subject (see Appendix 6).

* About the feedback sessions:

The team gives feedback about their findings at all levels - but they give more
time to the level of the persons for whom the workshop is being run.

They first give the positive findings/ the achievements, before going on to the

negative ones/ the problems.
It will be useful if the team prepares a handout on the main findings (the section

of the report prepared as described in 4.4 above).
Itisi t to allow enoush time for discussion of the

It is best to give detailed instructions for the group work. An example of such instructions
is given in Appendix 5.

- A folder for each participant, containing the workshop programme, handouts
(e.g. the main evaluation findings; also the one on 'self-sustainability'), some

sheets of writing paper, a pen or pencil.
- The necessary equipment, depending on what the team wants to use: flipchart,

marker oens- overhead oroiector. transparencies. pens etc.
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* At the end of the workshop each group presents its plan. This can be very boring if there
are a large number of plans to present. We suggest that you only ask each group to
present one or two items from their plan, as an example of their work.

* The last item on the programme is to work out the way forward. The main question is:
what is going to happen to the plans that the participants have just made? Work out with
each team of participants what they will do with it. To whom will they present it, and
when? Where will they stick it up? How will they ensure that they keep to it?

About the role of the facilitators:

* The participants should be as active as possible. This means the facilitators have to be as

quiet as possible. They should resist the temptation to give workshop participants the
benefit of their vast wisdom! It is the participants who have to make the plan - it is their
programme, after all. Make clear they are now making their plan for sustainability. It is
very important that they should feel that they own this 'sustainability plan'.

* When the participants are drawing up their plan, facilitators should help them to fill in
their first planned activity (using the suggested format - see Appendix 5). Thereafter the
facilitator's role should mainly be to praise and to encourage. For many participants this
kind of planning will be new, and they can easily be flustered if the facilitator insists on
having everything done'correctly'.

Make sure that participants go home with their plans. You should however keep copies for
the person responsible for the programme, at the level above those who attended the
workshop; and for your evaluation report.

At some stage during the second week you will be giving feedback to the senior managers in
the Ministry (or even the government). This means that a small team must be ready to leave
the workshop, at a time which is suitable to the people you will be visiting. And remember to
pack a tie for the occasion! You never know, you may get to see the Minister of Health, or
the Governor of the State.

Project staff will have the following responsibilities following the workshops:
* The plans will have to be followed up - to make sure they are really implemented.
* The project and district level teams will have to be encouraged and enthused.
* Resources may have to be found, for additional activities - e.g. further training to prepare

everyone optimally with the skills they need to cope with the deparfure of APOC.
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6. Writins the report

Once the findings have been analysed as suggested above, a report must be written. This is done
on the Saturday/ Sunday, and each team member may be given the responsibility for completing
part of it. The following sections are recommended:
. Introduction: a short description of the project, and its history to date.
. Methodologt: who the team members were, and how they set about performing their task;

problems they encountered.
. Findings and recommendations: for each of the four levels the following sequence is to be

used:
* A graph of the average overall grading (on a scale of 0-4) of the nine groups of

indicators
* The main positive and negative findings within the nine groups, relating to self-

sustainability, comprehensively described
* Detailed and,specific recommendations, based strictly on the findings, prioritised, with

indicators, with assigned deadlines and responsible persons
* An overall 'sustainability sradins' for the oroiect.

. Reports of the feedbacH planning' worl<shops: a short description of each - who attended,
the degree of participation, planned next steps

. A report on advocacy visits carried out: who was seen, their response

. Appendices: e.g. data sources, the data summary sheets for the four levels; the plans
produced during the workshops

It is suggested that the team leader consult a report from a previous evaluation (e.g. the Taraba
project) to guide her/ him in writing the report,

Note that a separate report has to be made for the National level of each country (except in cases

where there is only one project per country, when National data is joined to the project report).
The same layout is recommended.

The final responsibility for completing the report rests with the team leader. Copies of the final
report are sent electronically to:
. The WHO representative in the country.
. The APOC office in Ouagadougou.
. The project concerned.
. The NOC/ NOTF of the country concerned.
. The team secretariat in Pretoria.
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ndix I Information for persons to be interviewed

Information about the coming evaluation of the Onchocerciasis (River Blindness) control
programme (for persons whom the team would like to interview)

For the past few years you have been helping to run a programme to control river blindness, by
dishibuting the drug ivermectin (Mectizan) to villagers in your area. This programme has been
supported by the African Programme for Onchocerciasis Control (APOC) as well as your
Ministry of Health, and some non-governmental organisations. These funders now want to know
whether the programme they have started has become strong enough to continue.

Within the next week or two APOC is going to send a team, to investigate the sustainability of
the river blindness contol programme in your area. Since you play an important role in the
programme they would like to meet you, to talk to you about the following issues concerning the
control programme:
. Coverage: how wgll is your area being covered by the programme?
. Planning: how is the prograrnme being planned yearly?
. Providing leadership: who is providing leadership for the programme, and how?
. Supervision and monitoring: what supervision and monitoring is being done?
. Ordering and dishibuting Mectizan: what process is being followed to order and distribute

the Mectizan?
. Training and sensitisation/ mobilisation: what training and mobilisation activities are taking

place?
. Financing/ funding: what funding is currently available, and what is likely to be available in

future?
. Transport and other material resources: what is available now, and what is likely to be

available in future?
. Human resources: who is available to run the programme, and how skilled are they?

It is not necessary for you to make elaborate preparations for the visit. The team members need
to find out what the present situation is, and you do not need to change anything you do before
they arrive! They simply want to talk to you, to hear from you what is happening in your part of
the programme. We would be most grateful if you could spare them a bit of your time, on an
agreed date.

The person handing you this document may also ask you to get some documents ready for the
team which is coming to see you. The information in these documents will help them to
understand your situation correctly. We would be grateful if you could assist us by having these
documents ready on the day when the team comes to visit you. It may be that you do not have
some of these documents - that is not a problem. Whatever you are able to show the team will be
useful.

Thank you very much!
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Documents needed: nationaU zonaU provinciaU State level

I

I

I

!

Ministry of Health policy documents and strategic plans regarding CDTI
NationaV zonallstate/ regional/ provincial onchocerciasis control plans for current and

previous years
REMO reports, including lists of all endemic communities/ target populations

NationaV zonallstate/ regional/ provincial budgets and financial reports for the current and

previous years
The year plans for the country/ zone lstate / region / province for the past two years:
* Including the plans for CDTI (integrated with the main plan, or separate)
* Also quarterly or monthly plans (if these exist)

The yearly budget for onchocerciasis control, for the last three years, for the country/ zone I
State / region / province:
* From all sources: Ministry of Health at this level, APOC, NGDO partners
* Particulars of staff salaries, capital costs, running costs.

Financial control documents: expenditure authorisation slips, journals, ledgers etc. (note that

these will supply information about the delivery of promised funding)

Reports of the last round of CDTI in the country/ zonel State/ region/ province

Reports (if these exist) of:
* Routine supervision visits by employees at this level, to the level(s) below them
* Internal self-monitoring by employees at this level.

All the forms related to ordering, issuing and control of Mectizan at the country/ zonallState/

regionaV provincial level
,q.[ curricula, training materials, timetables, attendance lists and reports relating to training

for CDTI and in-servlce training in the country/ zonel State/region/ province over the last

two years
All ieports of mobilisation/ sensitisation activities in the country/ zonel State/ region/

I

!

province in the past two Years.
. All documentation related to control and use of official transport at this level, over the last

two years: trip authorisations, fuel allocations, log books etc'

. CDDs'treatmentregisters

. Summary forms, showing coverage data and Mectizan use for the village for the past three

years.
. Copies of Mectizan orders for the village, for the past three years.
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Documents needed: health districU LGA level

t

I

The coverage reports/ tables for the health district /LGA for the past three years (per sub-
district; per village)
REMO reports, including lists of all endemic communities/ target populations
The year plans for the health district ILGA, for the past two years:

" Including the plans for CDTI (integrated with the main plan, or separate)
* Also quarterly or monthly plans (if these exist)
The yearly budget for the last three years for the health district/ LGA (from all sources: the

LGA itself, higher levels of the government, APOC, the NGDO partner)
Financial control documents: expenditure authorisation slips, journals, ledgers etc.

Reports of the last round of CDTI in the health district/ LGA
Reports (if these exist) of routine supervision visits by DMT members, to the sub-dishicts
All the forms related to ordering, issuing and control of Mectizan at the health district/ LGA
level
All curricula, training materials, timetables, attendance lists and reports relating to training
for CDTI and in-sgrvice training in the health district/ LGA over the last two years

All reports of mobilisation/ sensitisation activities in the health district/ LGA in the past two
years

A1l documentation related to control and use of official transport at this level, over the last

two years: trip authorisations, fuel allocations, log books etc.

I

I

!

I

Documents needed: sub-district/ first line health facility level

I

I

The coverage reports/ tables for the sub-dishict for the past three years (per village).
The year plans for the sub-district for the past two years:
* Including the plans for CDTI (integrated with the main plan, or separate).
* Also quarterly or monthly plans (if these exist).

The yearly budget for the last two years for the sub-district - from all sources: the health

districV LGA, own sub-district income, other (note that this budget may be kept at the health

district/ LGA level).
Financial control documents: expenditure authorisation slips, journals, ledgers etc.

Reports (if any) of the last round of CDTI in the sub-district.
Reports (if these exist) of routine supervision visis to the villages, undertaken by sub-district

team members.
All the forms related to ordering, issuing and control of Mectizan at sub-district level.

All curricula, training materials, timetables, attendance lists and reports relating to traihing of
CDDs in the sub-districts over the last two years.

All reports of mobilisation/ sensitisation activities in villages in the sub-district in the past

two years.

All documentation related to control and use of official transport at this level, over the last

two years: trip authorisations, fuel allocations, log books etc.

t

I
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Appendix 2 Questionnaire for health district/ LGA staff, about
their CDTI work

Name of your health district/ LGA:

About planning:
. How do you make the plan for CDTI in your district / LGA every year?
. Is the plan written down?
. Who contributes to making the plan?

About coverage:
health districU LGA?

About leadership:
. Who is responsible for CDTI in your health distict/ LGA?
. Does this person have enough time for the CDTI work?
. Do you think that the political leaders in your health district/ :LGA support CDTI? Why do

you think so?
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About supervision and monitoring:
. How frequently do you visit the health centres/ the sub-disticts, to monitor them?
. How do you plan your supervision visits to the health centres/ sub-districts?
. How are the statistical collected form the health centres/ sub-districts?

About Mectizan:

' How does your yearly supply of Mectizan get to you?
. How does the Mectizan get from you to the health centres/ sub-district?
. Do vou set enoush Mectizan or do vou sometimes run short?

About trainins and sensitatisation/ mobilisation:
. Whom do you train every year?
. How do you decide whom you are going to train?
. Describe the mobilisation that you carry out everl r. Whom do visit, and how often?
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what plans have you made to obtain more funds when the Apoc funds run out?

About financing/ funding:
. Do you have ayearly written budget for your CDTI work?
. Who supplies the money that you need to carry out your CDTI work?

About transport and other material resources:
. Describe the transport available to you to do your work.
' Does it ever happen that you do not have transport when you need to go out? How often does

this happen?
. Do the different level share each other's

About human resources:

' Are your LOCT members properly trained? Do they really know how to carry out CDTI?
' How stable is your LOCT? Are its members being hansferred to other units, or not very

much?
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Appendix 3 Programme for 'Feedback/ planning' workshop
with the nroiect/ State level team

The following example is from the Kaduna evaluation. You will of course adapt it to your
particular circumstances.

Assessment of the self-sustainability of the Kaduna CDTI Project

PLANNING WORKSHOP FOR STATE/ PROJECT LEVEL
MAY 9,2002

AGENDA

S/N ACTIVITY TIME FACILITATOR
t. Openins Draver 10.00 - 10.05
2. General introduction 10.05 - 10.15 Mr Sankwai
3. lntroduction to the workshop proqramme 10.2s - 10.3s Dr Favomi
4. Evaluation objectives:

What is self-sustainabilitv?
10.i5 - 10.50 Prof. Prozesky

5. Methodolosv & limitations 10.50 - 11.00 Mr Okoronkwo
6. Brief summary of findings:

. Community level

. Health facllity/district level

. LGA level
(followed bv time for ooen discussion)

11.00-rI.0s
11.05 - It.t0
11.10-t1.ts
il.r5 - 11.25

ProfProzesky
Dr Fayomi
Mr Okoronkwo

7. Summary of findings:
. State/ project level
(followed bv time for open discussion)

1 1.25 - u.45
I 1.45 - 12.00

ProfProzesky

8. BREAK 12.00 - 12.20
9. Brainstorm: what could be the solutions to these

problems? (group work)
. Group l: Planning, Monitoring and supervision
. Group 2: Finances, Training and mobilisation
. Group 3: Transport, Mectizan
(each srouo aoooints a raooorteur)

12.20 - 13.20 Mr Okoronkwo

t0. Report back from group work
(followed bv time for ooen discussion)

Ii.20 - 14.00 Dr Fayomi

I I. LUNCH 14.00 - 15.00
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12. Planning for self-sustainability at Statd project
level
Group work - members from each LGA work by
themselves. Each group has thefollowing tasl<s:

' Group 1: What do we need to do, between now
and the end of this year?

. Group 2: What will our CDTI programme be
for 2003?

. Group 3: What will our resources be for 2003,
for CDTI?

ts.00-r6.00 ProfProzesky

t3. Report back from group work
(followed by time for open discussion)

3.45 - 4.4s Mr Okoronkwo

14. The way forward: implementing self-sustainability
in the Taraba CDTI project
. Practical steps to take the process forward
(ooen discussion in the whole proun)

4.45 - 5.30 Dr Fayomi

r,5. General matters/ administrative information 5.45 - 6.00 Mr Okoronkwo,
Mr Sankwai

16. Conclusions/ closins 6.00-6.ts ProfProzeskv

Facilitators for small groups in Session 9

. Group I
Mr Okoronkwo

. Group 2
Prof Prozesky

. Group 3

Dr Fayomi

Facilitators for small groups in Session 12

. Group I
Dr Fayomi

. Group 2
Mr Okoronkwo

. Group 3
ProfProzesky
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Appendix 4 Programme for 'Feedback/ pranning, workshop
with the LGA/ health district level team

The following example is from the Kaduna evaluation. You will of course adapt it to your
particular circumstances.

Assessment of the self-sustainability of the Kaduna CDTI project

PLANNING WORKSHOPS FOR LGA LEVEL
MAY 10-11, 2002

AGENDA

S/N ACTIVITY TIME FACILITATOR
t. Opening prayer r0.30 - 10.3s SOCT member
2. Welcome 10.35 - 10.40 Dr. Favomi
3. Introductions 10.40 - 10.45 Mr Sankwai
4. Introduction to the workshop:

Why are we here, and what are we planning to do?
10.45 - 10.s0 Mr Okoronkwo

5. Background about the evaluation:
Why it was done: what is 'self-sustainabilitv'?

10.55 - 11.05 Prof. Prozesky

6. Background about the evaluation:
How it was carried out

il.05 - 11.15 Mr Okoronkwo

7. Brief summary of findings:
. Introduction: LGA achievements
. Community level
. Health facllity/distict level
. State/ project level
(followed by time for open discussion)

It.r5 - 11.20
1 1.20 - il.25
u.25 - 1r.30
1r.30-11.35
il.35 - 11.45

Mr Okoronkwo
Dr Fayomi
Mr Sankwai
ProfProzesky

8. Summary of findings:. LGA level
(followed by time for open discussion)

r1.4s - I1.50
11.s0 - I2.1s

Mr Okoronkwo

9. Completing the'LGA questionnaire'
(group work, in LGA groups)

t2.1s - 12.45 ProfProzesky

10. BREAK 12.45 - 13.00
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11. Brainstorm: what could be the solutions to these
problems? (group work)
. Group 1: Planning, Monitoring and supervision
. Group 2: Finances, Training and mobilisation
. Group 3: Transport, Leadership
(each erouo aoooints a raooorteur)

13.00 - 13.30 Mr Okoronkwo

12. Report back from group work
(ideas are written uD on flipchart paoer)

13.30 - 14.00 Mr Sankwai

13. LUNCH 14.00 - 14.i0

14. Planning for self-sustainability at LGA level
Group work- membersfrom each LGA work by
themselves. Each group has thefollowing tasl<s:
. What do we need to do, between now and the

end of this year?
. What will our resources be for 2003, for CDTI?
. What will otrr CDTI prosramme be for 2003?

14.30 - r6.00 Dr Fayomi

15. Report back from group work
(followed by time for open discussion)

16.00 - 16.30 ProfProzesky

t6. The way forward: imp lementing self-sustainability
in each LGA CDTI project
. Practical steps to take the process forward
(ooen discussion in the whole erouo)

16.30 - 16.45 Mr Okoronkwo

17. General matters/ administrative information 16.45 - t6.ss Mr Sankwai
18. Word of thanks and closins 17.25 - 17.i0 LGA member

Facilitators for small groups in Session 10

. Group 1: MrOkoronkwo

. Group 2: Mr Sankwai

. Group 3: Dr Fayomi

Facilitators for small groups in Session 13

. LGAl.2: DrFayomi

. LGA 3.4: Mr Okoronkwo

. LGA 5. 6:Prof Prozesky

. LGA 7. 8: Mr Sankwai
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Appendix 5 Detailed instructions for group work in oFeedback/

lanning' workshops

There are three kinds of activity that we need to perform:
1. We have to do everything that is needed to make sure that this year's distribution is

completed successfully.
2. We have to correct problems that exist, while we still have some extra money to do this.

3. We have to undertake activities which will mobilise extra resources for our work next year,

since we will no longer have APOC funds then.

We are going to write our plan in the format given below:

There are two kinds of activity that we need to perform:

L We have to do everything that is needed to make sure that this year's distribution is

completed successfully. However we will have less money, so the activities we plan must

cost as little as possible.
2. Again, we have to undertake activities which will mobilise extra resources for our work the

following year.
We write our plan using the same format as above.

stationery etc. We need to think carefully where we can get

the following format:

need ne*tyear', 
", 

. '

resources: staff, transport, money,
such resources. We make a list, using

iaiiil#:f6?nirtyiar

Why do we need
to do this?

Who should
carry out the

task?

When must
the task be

carried out?

What result
do we expect

to see?

Activity/ task
(very specific)

No. The kind of resources
we need

Where can we
obtain this
resource?

How can we obtain
this resource?

How sure are we
that we will get
this resource?

I
2.

3.
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Appendix 6 Handout on sustainability for 6Feedbact</ planning'
workshops

Sustainability - what is it?

To 'sustain' something means 'to keep it going' or'to make sure it continues to work'.

'Self-suffi ciency' and'self-sustainability'

An organisation is 'self-sufficient' if it only relies on its own resources for the work it does. If
however its own resources are not enough, the organisation may succeed in finding resources
from outside. If these resources are dependable we say the organisation is 'self-sustainable'-
which is acceptable for CDTI programmes.

Elements of sustainability

We judge that projects will be more sustainable if the following aspects are present:

. Effectiveness;
Projects that are functioning effectively are more likely to be sustainable.

. Elftciency:
Projects that are run cost-effectively are more likely to be sustainable.

. Simplicity:
Projects that use simple, uncomplicated routines and procedures are more likely to be
sustainable.

. Integration;
Projects which have become integrated into the routine running of the health services are
more likely to be sustainable.

. Attitude:
Projects are more likely to be sustainable if staff have accepted CDTI as a routine activity,
which they will continue to do even in the absence of additional material reward; and if they
accept that they will have to adapt their routines to become more efficient.

. Resources'.
Projects are more likely to be sustainable of they have enough resources (human, material,
financial) to support what they are trying to do.
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Instrument 1: nationau zonall provinciau state level

Important note
This instrument is suitable for use at the following levels:
' National (Ministry headquarters and NGDO country offices)
' ProvinciaU regionaU zonay State (in Nigeria) - i.e. a collection of health districts/ LGAs.

To gather the information you need, Vo

. Interviews with:
* The nationaU zonaU state/ regionaV provincial onchocerciasis co-ordinators (in Nigerian

projects you must also have a separate interview with a few of the SOCT memberq
without their SOC being present)* The nationau zonallstate/ regionau provincial pharmacist* Senior health related civil servants - PHC direcior; permanent secretary.* The political head of health services at this level* NGDO coalition chairperson or state / regional / provincial representative

These persons may need to be interviewed separately, since some may find it hard to disagree
with others in their presence.

. Documents:
* Ministry of Health policy documents and strategic plans regarding CDTI* NationaU zonaU state/ regionaU provincial onchocerciasis cintrol-ptans for current and

previous years
* REMO reports, including lists of all endemic communities/ target populations* NationaU zonallstate/ regionaU provincial budgets and finan"iu'f ,"po.tr for the current

and previous years
* The year plans-for the country/ zone /State / region / province for the past two years:- Including the plans for CDTI (integrated with the main plan, or separate)- Also quarterly or monthly plans (if these exist)* The yearly budget for onchocerciasis control, for the last three years, for the country/

zone / State / region / province:
- From all sources: Ministry of Health at this level, Apoc, NGD6 partners- Particulars of staff sararies, capital costs, running costs.* Financial control documents: expenditure authorisatlon slips, journals, ledgers etc. (note
that these will supply information about the delivery of promised funding)* Reports of the last round of CDTI in the country/ zone/^State/ region/ p.iuince* Reports (if these exist) ofl
- Routine supervision visits by employees at this level, to the level(s) below them- Internal self-monitoring by employees at this level.* Reports (if these exist)* All the forms related to ordering, issuing and control of Mectizan at the country/ zonal/
State/ regionaU provincial level* All curricula, training materials, timetables, affendance lists and reports relating to
training for CDTI and in-service training in the country/ zonelstate/ region/ province
over the last two



* All reports of mobilisation/ sensitisation act
province in the past two years.* All documentation related to control and use of official transport at this level, over the
last two years: trip authorisations, fuel allocations, log books etc.

NOTE:
' Whenever documentary information is requested, it is not enough to receive verbal

assurances that the documents exist. They have to be inspected physically.
' As far as possible information gathered from these sources should-be corroborated byr"fo*"tt"" g"th"*d ments) at other levels.

indicator of effectiveness
The therapeutic coverage rate should be:. 65% or higher
. stable or increasing.

Findings:

Is this criterion for self-
sustainability beine fuIfi lled?

Fully (>85%
coverage)

Highly (75-
84%o coverage)

Moderately (65-
74o/o coverage)

Slightly (less than
65% coverage)

I." Coverage

l.l Check if all proiects in the country have a satisfactory therapeutic coverage rate

2. Planning

2'l Check if the year planfor CDTI appears as part of an overall written planfor the health
service at this level (it may appear under another name, e.g. 'onchocerciasis programme')

2'2 Check if the plan contains all the elements neededfor CDTI to work well (indicator of
effectiveness)

indicator of atti integration and effectiveness. CDTI should be integrated into the overatt year
plan at this level (showing that the management
considers CDTI to be part of iu yearty routine, like
any other programme). It should not be separale.. CDTI should be administered like other, similar
dis ease control programmes.

. There should be written evidence of such integrated
planning and management.

Findings:

Is this criterion for self-
sustainability beine fuIfi lled?

Fully Highly Moderately Slightly Not at all Not applicable

trveness
. The plan should make provisionfor alt key

elements.
. Checklist of key activities: Mectizan supply;

targeted training; targeted mobilisation/
_ sensitisation; monitorins and supervision

Findings:

Is this criterion for self-
sustainability beine fuIfi lled?

Fully Highly Moderately Slightly Not at all Not applicable

?r



OVefAll Dlannina nro?zee (inAioqta. nf 'eness- Au partners should contribute to r. The plan should give all partners t

perform.
. Partners should be clear about tht

those ofthe other oartncrs

'outine planning.
pecific tasks to

tir own roles, and

Findings:

ru ruts cnlenon lor sell_
sustai{rability beine fu lfi lled?

Fully Highly Moderately Slightly Not at all Not applicable

2'3 check if all partners (Sovernment, (JN agencies, NGDos) are meaningJfully involved inthe overall nlnnnino nr^?oto (inAi^^+^- ^f i..e^--^.: ^,-

2-4 
?!:\:r,::::.{:!rr:i"{for sustainabitity has taken ptace,for the period after ApoC

E;.: ' Pirividihf,Ieadership r,,r. .,-', .., . ,^

3.1 
?:::::::i:r: :'a1t 

officlt,.within t!1.n2ymat civit service orsanosram, charged with

3.2 :l:if,l,l:.:,ir :.y!d:r:" of politicat commitment to CDT: at this tevet (indicator of

is withdrawn (indicator of effectiveness. Staffshouldreport that n@
this period which wiil enhance prograime
swtainability.

. There should be written evidence that such planning
has taken place.

Findings:

rrD tlrlD urrt(iltull Lor selt_
sustainability beine fulfilled?

Fully Highly Moderately Slightly Not at all Not applicable

onchoe-crci n.c i < nnn trnl ( i n Ai o o+ n Fi effectiveness. There should be A
allocated the task of running the CDTI programme.. There should be a iocumen-t available *hit 

"on7r*lhis appointment.
. These persons should have sufficient timefor their

essential onchocerciasis cgntrol activitiei at that level.

Findings:

Is this criterion for self-
sustainability being fu lf,rlled?

Fully Highly ryll )qerately Slrghtly Not at all Not applicable

I ron and attitude. Theseniorperson@o@
charge of health matters at this level should know
about CDTI and appears committed to it.. There should be evidence ofspectfic past budgetary
allocations and disbursemen* foi CdTI, and the
amounts should be increasin*.

Findings:

ru rnts cnlenon Ior selt_
sustainability beine fuIfi lled?

Fully Highly Moderately Slightly Not at all Not applicable



ent vernment system (rndicator of intesration
The reporting process should take place within the
government system, not using other resources.

Findings:

Is this criterion for self-
sustainability beine fulfilled?

Fully Highly Moderately Slightly Not at all Not applicable

4. Monitoring and sriperiision . . :. .

4.1 Check if routine data concerning CDTI activities at this level are collected and
transmitted entirelv within the

4.2 Check if only necessary information is being collected (i.e. necessary for making

4.3 Check if the relevant person at the national/ State level is routinely supervising the CDTI

4.4 Check if supervisory visits are being planned and executed as efficiently as possible

decisions) (indicator of effici and si
All the information included in the reports should be
potentially useful at this level, as a tool in planning and
decision makinp

Findings:

Is this criterion for self-
sustainability beins fulfi lled?

Fully Highly Moderately Slightly Nor at all Not applicable

activity of the LGA/ health district on site indicator of effectiveness
I There should be evidence that each LGA/ district is

visiled at least once around the time of distribution.
There should not be unnecessarily many wsls -
there should be clear iustilication for each one.

a

Findings:

Is this criterion for self-
sustainability beine fuIfi lled?

Fully Highly Moderately Slightly Not at all Not applicable

rndrcator of inteeration and effici
. NOC/ SOC should routinely only supervises the

next level, and empower the next level to supervise
further down

. Supertision visits should be integrated where
possible.

. Resources (human, transport etc.) should be
elficiently used.

. Eachvisit should have a speciJic goal and / or
checklist.

Findings:

Is this criterion for self-
sustainability beins fulfi lled?

Fully Highly Moderately Slightly Not at all Not applicable

j, -r



4.5 Check whether there is a routine process of management of problems and successes,
which are indicated by the monitoring system(coverage data, visits and reports)

5.

5.1

MeCtfu an proburementriird distribrition '!' - ., .: ,-

check if Mectizan is being stored, administered and distributed within the government
his

5.2 Check if the alternatives arefully dependable, in cases where parts of the system are not
mainstreamed (i

indjcator of effectiveness and attitude. As soon as problems are identified in this way, the
appropriate manager should deal with them.. Planning should include activities which will
improve coverage in areas where it is
unsatisfactory.

. Successes should be noted and reported, and
app ropriate feedback given.. The CDTI co-ordinator should be empowering the
next level to cope with problems.

. ChecHist of key activities: sensitisation/
mobilisation ; training ; improving Mectizan supply ;
elle c t iv4 support ive s upe rv is io n

Findings:

Is this criterion for self-
sustainability beins fu lfi lled?

Fully Highly Moderately Slightly Not at all Not applicable

em at this level (indrcrttor of n. The Mectizan should be stored in a room maae
available by the government at this level -
preferably in the same room as the other drugs.. The Mectizan should be controlled within the
government system, preferably using the same stock
control system as for other drugs.. No stage of the ordering / distribution should
require inputfrom A?OC / NGDO.. All costs of this activity should be met in the
government budget.

Findings:

Is this criterion for self-
sustainabili8 beine fulfi lled?

Fully Highly Moderately Slightly Not at all Not applicable

nstreamed (rndrcator effec veness and intesration. There should be a specific systemyoiMiiiron
distribution in such cases.. This system should use self-sustainable resources.

Findings:

Is this criterion for self-
sustainability beine fu lfi lled?

Fully Highly Moderately Slightly Not at all Not applicable

1:'
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. There should be a written agreement allowingfree
importation.

. The importation and release of Mectizan should be
prompt, so that CDTI activities at the lower levels
are not held back-

Findings:

Is this criterion for self-
sustainability beine fu lfi lled?

Fully Highly Moderately Slightly Not at all Not applicable

5.3 Check if the clearance of Mectizan is assured, when it is imported (indicator of
effectiveness and integration).

6:' Trairiing'and se[sitisatioiil(:mdbili3ati6n :

NOTE: This refers to training and sensitisation activities performed by officers working at this
level, for the next level.

6.2 Check that training conducted at this level (i.e. training of district/ LGA level staff) rs

6.3 Check that staffat this level continue to be engaged in the sensitisation/ mobilisation of
relevant decision makers in there area of oneration (indir:afnr of effer-tivcnecc'l

3q

.l Check i training is being done (indicator of efficiency and simplici. There should be an objective needfor each episode
of training:
* There should be evidence that stalfto be

trained lack lotowledge and skills to pedorm
the job.

* Training to motivate stalf is not a sufficient
reasonfor training.. The evaluator should be satisJied that the duration

of training was iustified.

Findings:

Is this criterion for self-
sustainability beine fuIfi lled?

Fully Highly Moderately Slightly Not at all Not applicable

done bv the indicator of efficiency and simplic
Stalf of this level should only train the level immediately
below it, and notfurther down:
. National level sta/f only train at the State/ regional/

provincial level (if these exist); otherwise only at
disfict/ LGA level.

. State/ regional/ provincial level staf only train at
the district/ LGA level.

Findings:

Is this criterion for self-
sustainability beine fu lfilled?

Fully Highly Moderately Slightly Not at all Not applicable

evant decision makers in there area indicator of effectiveness. Stalf routinely identify situations where decision
makers lack information about/ commitment to
CDTI, and undertake activities to inform and
persuade these pers ons.

' Stalf have promotional materials at their disposal
for this purpose (fliers. posters etc).

Findines:

Is this criterion for self-
sustainabilitv beine fu lfi lled?

Fully Highly Moderately Slightly Not at all Not applicable



7.

7.1

Financial resources

Check whether the cost implications of each CDTI related activity (monitoring/
supervision, training/ mobilisation, Mectizan distribution) are quantified in thb yearly

Check whether appropriate and adequate amounts are budgetedfor the planned CDTI
related activities (indicator of effectiveness and efficienew\

Check whetherrfunds to cover these costs are increasingly being suppliedfrom State/
natio nal re.s ourc es (i n di cator of i n f eoraf inn\

7 -4 Check if in case of a deficit between estimated costs and the amount provided by the
government, dependable provision is being made to meet ft (indicator of effectiveness

7.2

7.3

the State/ nce/ cou indicator of effectiveness
. The costs for each CDTI related activity in the year

plan should be clearly spelt out in the budget.. Recurrent and capital costs (ifany) should be
separated in the budget.

. Checklist of key activities: Mectizan suppty;
targeted training targeted mobilisation/
sensitisation ; monitorins and suoervision.

Findings:

Is this criterion for self-
sustainability beine fu lfi lled?

Fully Highly Moderately Slightly Not at all Not applicable

activities (indicator of effectiveness and effic
The amounts budgeted should be neither excessive nor
too small - managers should be able to justify the need
for each amounL in relation to:
. The outcomes resultingfrom the previous year's

CDTI expenditure
. The cost of similar abtivities for other oro?rammes.

Findings:

Is this criterion for self-
sustainability beins fuIfi lled?

Fully Highly Moderately Slightly Not at all Not applicable

nat rcna I res ources ( rndrca oro lon
. The relative contributions of the country/ zone /

State / region / province and other partners should
be clearly spelt out.

' The proportion provided by the olJicial heatth
service should be the major one by now.. This proportion offunds should be increasing
yearly.

Findings:

Is this criterion for self-
sustainabilitv beine fu lfilled?

Fully Highly Moderately Slightly Not at all Not applicable

and attitude
. Management should be aware of the size of the

shortfall, and have specific and realistic plans to
bridge il.

' If il is planned that non-government sources of
funding are to be used after APOCfunding ends,
written commitmentfor this should have been
obtained at the highest level in these donor
organisations (e.g. a new Memorandum of
Understandind.

Findings:

Is this criterion for self-
sustainability beine fu lfi lled?

Fully Highly Moderately Slightly Not at all Not applicable

h't



indicator of effectiveness and effic enc
The budget holder should use a contro,l sytt"m *itn tne
following elements:
. Approval of each item of expenditure. Allocation of expenditure against speciJic budget

headings
. Regular calculation of residual amounts under

budget headinss.

Findings:

Is this criterion for self-
sustainability beine fulfilled?

Fully Highly Moderately Slightly Not at all Not applicable

7.5 Check whether CDTIfunds in thg national/ State/ provincial/ regional budget are

8: Transpoit'andothe-rmaterialresoiiic,6j,,

8. I Check if there is sfficient transport for necessary visits to the district/ LGA level forCDTI related activitie.s (indicator of effcnfiwenecc qnrt af{inio-^.,\

8.2 Check if the transport made availablefor CDTI is being adequately managed (indicator
of efficiencv)

8.3 Check if there are suffcient other material resources availablefor all key CDTI
activities at this level (indicator of effecfivenecc\

activities (rndicator of effectiveness and effic. There should be no reports offaiture to "*rtotenecessary CDTI activities at district/ LGA level, due
to transport not being available or afordable.. Running costs shouldaot be dependent on ApOC/
NGDO

. Checklist of activities: monitoring/ supertision,
trqining/ mobilisation, Mectizan distribution

Findings:

Is this criterion for self-
sustainabiliW beine fu lfi lled?

Fully Highly Moderately Slightly Not at all Not applicable

of efficienc
. Trips made for CDTI purposes should be properly

authorised in writing by the relevant olficial.. Each trip undertakenfor CDTI purposes should be
recorded in a log book.. Transport provided by the central level should no
longer be usedfor routine CDTI activities at LGA/
district level.

Findings:

Is this criterion for self-
sustainability beins fulfi lled?

Fully Highly Moderately Slightly Not at all Not applicable

actNtttes at this level (indicator of effectiveness. There should not be any reports offailure to
undertake necessary CDTI activities, due to
material resources not being avaitable at this level. Checklist of activities: monitoring/ superttision,
t raining/ mobil is ation, Mec tiza n d is t ri but ion

Findings:

Is this criterion for self-
sustainability beins fuIfi lled?

Fully Highly Moderately Slightly Not at all Not applicable

{./t



8'4 ,rf;*rr..l!::,f,^",1?::!:u," otan toley.tace tralsyyrt and equipment supptied by

9'l Check whether staffat this level is skilted and knowledgeable, regarding the

9'2 Check whetherpersonnel at the country/ zone / State / region / province level is stable,and whether provilion is madefor passing on cDTI skilli whei a trained person moves

APOC, when this becomes necessary (indicator of eifectir"r.,"". ,'..1 -rrt^,i
I 
. Management should know tha*eptaceme"ts wilt be

I needed before the end ofthe programme, and have
specific, realistic plans to meet the need then.. It should be planned that Government will provide
lhe replacements, and maintain existing vehicles
and equipment.

. If it is planned that replacement wiil befrom non_
government s ources, wrilten commitment for this
should have been obtained at the highestievel in
these donor organisations (e.g. a new Memorandum
of Understanding).

. Checklbt of equipment: vehicles, computer/ printer,
photocopier.

Findines:

Is this criterion for self-
sustainability beins fulfi lled?

Fully Highly ryrooeralety Slrghtly Not at all Not applicable

mentation of CDTI in its area indicator of effecti. Team members should have 
"norgil*o*l"dQiiiskill to undertake all the key CDiI activiries

themselves, without help:* Planning
1d' tramtng and sensitisation/ mobilisation* Mectizan ordering/ distribution* Monitoring/supervision.

. The number is appropriate for the task in hand.

Findings:

Is this criterion for self-
sustainability being fuIfi Iled?

Fully Highly Moderately Slightly Not at all Not applicable

awgy (indicator of effectiveness. StalfshouUre*A@
years.

. There should be immediate rraining (in CDTI) o/
new, unskilled country/ zone / State / region /
province stalf members who have CDTI
responsibilities.

-

Findings:

ru ulls snrenon lor selt_
sustainability being fu lfi lled?

Fully Highly Moderately Slightly Not at all Not applicable



Instrument2z health district/ LGA level

Important notes

' By'district management team'(DMT) is meant: the persons heading up sections or
departments in the district/ LGA health service, and who function ai a-team in running that
service. Someone in this team will be responsible for communicable disease control
programmes in the district/ LGA. The person actually running the CDTI programme in the
district/ LGA is not necessarily a member of the DMT.

' Some of the topics in the instrument below refer to the functioning of the DMT, and others to
the functioning of the onchocerciasis control programme at this level.

Togathertheinformationyouneed,youhavetomakeuseortnry

. Interviews with:* One or more knowledgeable members of the DMT, or districU LGA health team,
including:
- The most senior person (e.g. the chairperson, or district medical
- The person responsible for CDTI at this level.
- The pharmhcist for the health districU LGA.
- The transport officer for the health district/ LGA.
- The finance/ budget officer of the district/ LGA.* The senior NGDO manager in the project, for that district/ LGA.

officer).

* The senior politician in the districU LGA, who is charged with supervising health
matters.

These persons may need to be interviewed separately, since some may find it hard to
disagree with others in their presence.

. Documents:
* The coverage reports/ tables for the health district ILGA for the past three years (per

sub-district; per village)
* REMO reports, including lists of all endemic communities/ target populations* The year plans for the health district I LGA for the past two years:

- Including the plans for CDTI (integrated with the main plan, or separate)
- Also quarterly or monthly plans (if these exist)* The yearly budget for the last three years for the health district/ LGA (from all sources:
the LGA itself, higher levels of the government, Apoc, the NGDQ partner)* Financial control documents: expenditure authorisation slips, journais, ledgers etc.* Reports of the last round of CDTI in the health district/ LGA* Reports (if these exist) of routine supervision visits by DMT members, to the sub-
districts

* All the forms related to ordering, issuing and control of Mectizan at the health district/
LGA level* All curricula, training materials, timetables, attendance lists and reports relating to
training for CDTI and in-service training in the health district/ LGA over the last two

rs
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past two years.* All documentation related to control and use of official transport at this level, over the
last two years: trip authorisations, fuel allocations, log books etc.

NOTE:

' Whenever documentary information is requested, it is not enough to receive verbal
assurances that the documents exist. They have to be inspected physically.

*Allreportsofmobilisatiorr/sensitisationactivitiesin

' As far as possible information gathered from these sources shouldbe corroborated by
information gathered from sgurces (interviews and documents) at other levels.

1. Coverage

l.l Check whether the geographical coverage in the health district/ LGA is satisfactory

1.2 Check if all sub-districts and villages have a satisfactory therapeutic coverage rate

2. Planning

2.1 Check if the year planfor CDTI appears as part of an overall written planfor the
activities of the health district/ LGA (it may appear under another na-i, 

".g.'onchocerciasi

indicator of effectiveness
. All sub-districts and villages identified by the tatest

REMO should be under treatment (i.e. the
geographical coverage rate is t 00%o and stable).. This should be conJirryed by comparing coverage
records with the REMO list of endemic villases

Findings:

Is this criterion for self-
sustainability being fuIfi lled?

Fully (100%
coverage)

Highly
(problem with
nomads onlv)

Moderately (a few
villages/ hamlets not

covered)

Slightly (many
villageV hamlets

not covered)

indicator of effectiveness
The therapeutic coverage rate should be:. 650% or higher
1 stable or increasing.

Findings:

Is this criterion for self-
sustainability beine fulfilled?

Fully (>85%
coverage)

Highly (7s-
85% coverage)

Moderately (65-
74o/o coverage)

Slightly (less than
65% coverage)

lasls programme') (ind cator of attitude, integration and effectiveness
CDTI should be integrated into the overrll pk,
(showing that the DMT members consider CDft rc b"
part of their yearly routine, tike any other programme).
It should not be separate.

Findings:

Is this criterion for self-
sustainability beine fuIfi lled?

Fully Highly Moderately Slightly Not at all Not applicable

0u



effectiveness
. The plan should make provisionfor all key

elements.
. Checklist of key activities: Mectizan supply;

targeted training; targeted mobilisation/
sens ilisation: monitorins and suoervision

Findings:

Is this criterion for self-
sustainabilitv beins fulfilled?

Fully Highly Moderately Slightly Not at all Not applicable

2.2 Check if the plan contains all the elements neededfor CDTI to work well (indicator of

2.3 Check if the yearly plans were drawn up in a participatory way (the overall district/ LGA

ProifdinglbnderShip

Check if the dis;trict/ LGA health management team is takingfull responsibilityfor CDTI
(the composition of this team may vary from country to country) (indicator of integration

3.2 Check if there is evidence of political commitment to CDTI in the district/ LGA (indicator

3r.

3.1

an. and the CDTI indicator of effectiveness
In both cases planning should involve all relevant staff
(e.g. sub-district, pharmaceutical stalJ) preferably in a
worl<shop situation.

Findings:

Is this criterion for self-
sustainabilitv beins fulfilled?

Fully Highly Moderately Slightly Not at all Not applicable

and attitude
. It should be the DMT which is initiating the key

CDTI activities : planning, monitoring/ supertision,
training, Mectizan ordering/ distribution.

. The DMT should no longer depend on the State/
resional/ NGDO leadership to co.rrv out CDTI.

Findings:

Is this criterion for self-
sustainability beine fulfilled?

Fully Highly Moderately Slightly Not at all Not applicable

o integration and attitude
. The senior person (politician/ civil servanl) in

charge of health matters at district/ LGA level
should know about CDTI and appears committed to
il.

' There should be evidence of specific past budgetary
allocations and disbursements for CDTI, and the
amounts should be increasins.

Findings:

Is this criterion for self-
sustainabilitv beins fu lfi lled?

Fully Highly Moderately Slightly Not at all Not applicable

iJ,,



4. Supervision and monitoring

4'l Check if the relevant person at the LGA/ district level is routinely and e/ficiently
supervising the CDTI activity of the sub-districts on site (indicator of ef:iectiveness andffi

ransmitted

4'3 Check whether there is a routine process of management of problems and successes,
which are indicated by the monitoring system (coverage data, visits and reports)

e
. There should be evidence that each sub4istrict is

visited at leasl once around the time of distribution.
. There should not be unnecessarily many visits -

here should be clear justificationfor each one.. Only the sub-district should be routinely visited, not
the villages.

Findings:

Is this criterion for self-
sustainability beine fu lfi lled?

Fully Highly Moderately Slightly Not at all Not applicable

4.2 Check if routine data concerning CDTI activities at this level are collected and
enti within the povernment em (indicator of inte

lhe reporting process should be within the government
system, not using other resources,

Findings:

Is this criterion for self-
sustainability beine fulfilled?

Fully Highly Moderately Slightly Not at all Not applicable

rndicator of effectiveness and attitude. As soon as problems are identified in this way, the
appropriate manager should deal with them.. Planning must include activities which wilt improve
coverage in areas where it is unsatisfactory.. Successes should be noted and reported, and
ap p rop r i a t e fe ed back g iv e n.. The CDTI co-ordinator should be empowering the
next level to cope with problems.. Checklist of key activities: sensitisation/
mobilisation ; training; improving Mectizan supply ;
qffective/ supportive supervis ion

Findings:

ls thrs criterion for self-
su tainability beine fulfilled?

Fully Highly Moderately Slightly Not at all Not applicable

tJ
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e lveness
. The order forms for the health district/ LGA exist,

and should be based on the sub-district orders.. The Mectizan should be availablefor the LGAs in
timefor distribution at a time which is convenient to
villagers.

. There should be no reporls ofshortages.. Ifthere have been shortages, there should be
specific plans to remedy them.

Findings:

Is this criterion for self-
sgstainability beine fu lfi lled?

Fully Highly Moderately Slightly Not at all Not applicable

5.

5.1

Ordering and distributing Mectizan

check if stfficient Mectizan is being ordered yearly, and in good time (indi(indicator of
ffecti

5.2 Check if Mectizan is being stored and administered within the government system at this

5.3 Check if Mectizan is being distributed appropriately and effectively to the sub-districts

q7

level (indicator of in lon
The Mectizan:
. Should be orderedfrom the next level usingforms

supplied by the government.
. Should be stored in a room made available by the

government at this level - preferably in the same
room as the other drugs.. Should be controlled within the government system,
preferably using the same stock control system as
for other drugs.

Findings:

Is this criterion for self-
sustainability beine fu lfi lled?

Fully Highly Moderately Slightly Not at all Not applicable

indicator of effectiveness
I The sub-districts should obtain tne Uectira" ty

means of transport supplied and paidfor by the
government at the district/ LGA level
Preferably the sub-district shouldfetch the
Mectizan from the district/ LGA level store.

I

Findings:

Is this criterion for self-
sustainability beine fuIfi lled?

Fully Highly Moderately Slightly Not at all Not applicable



6. Trainingandsensitisation/rirobilisation

6.1 Chec

6'2 Check that training is being done at the appropriate level, by the appropriate staff

6'3 Check if in-service trainingfor C-DTI is being integrated with other health programme

6'4 Check that staffat this level continue to be engaged in the sensitisation/ mobilisation of
relevant decision makers in there area of ooerrin, (inrlicafnr nf cffenri,p-ooo\

k tt'only necessary ti"aininp is bei, lone (indicator of efficienn. There should be an objective ri"dy* 
"*lupXoa,of training:

* There must be evidence that staffto be trained

. lack lcnowledge and skills to perform the job.* Training to motivate staffis noi a sulJicient
reasonfor training.

. The evaluator must be satisfied that the duration of
tra i ning was ius t i/ied.

Findings:

rs rnts cntenon tor selt-
sustginability being fulfilled?

Fully Highly Moderately Slightly Not at all Not applicable

indicator of efficiency and si
staffofthisleuelshou@
below it, and notfurther down.

Findings:

Is this criterion for self-
sustainability beine fu lfi lled?

Fully Highly Moderately Slightly Not at all Not applicable

fgl4lng at this level (indicator o and efficieneTyainingforCDrut@
planfor in-service training in the health district/ LGi.

Findings:

Is this criterion for self-
sustainability being fulfilled?

Fully Highly Moderately Slightly Not at all Not applicable

rcn maKers m there area ion (inc cator of effectivenes. Staffroutinely identifi situations whire decision
makers lack information about/ commitment to
CDTI, and undertake activities to inform and
persuade these persons.. Stalf have promotional materials at their disposal
for this purpose (fliers, posters etc.).

Findings:

Is this criterion for self-
sustainabilify beine fuIfi lled?

Fully Highly Moderately Slightly Not at all Not applicable



7. Financing/ funding

7 'l Check whether the cost implications of each CDTI related activity(monitoring/

::.1111:i::l,r:1i"r:y 
mobilisarion, rVrectizan distriburionl or" qroitified in th-e yearty

7 '2 Check whether appropriate and adequate amounts are budgetedfor the planned CDTI
related activities (i

7'3 Check whetherfunds to cover these costs are increasingly being suppliedfrom district/
LGA resources (i

7 '4 Check if in case of a deficit between estimated costs and the amount provided by the
government, dependable provision is being made to meet rr (indicatoi of effectiveness

br the health district/ LGA (indicator of effectiveness. The costsfor each CDfI related aaiityi the year
plan should be clearly spelt out in the budget.. Recurrent and capital costs (if any) shouttl be
separated in the budget.

Findings:

Is this criterion for self-
sustainability beins fu lfi lled?

Fully Highly Moderately Slightly Not at all Not applicable

acttvities (rndrcatc rr of effectiveness and efficienc
I'he amounts budgeted should be neither excessive nor
too small - managers should be able to justify the need
for each amounl in relation to:, The outcoues resultingfrom the previous year,s

CDTI expenditure

' The cost of similar activities for other Droprammes-

Findings:

Is this criterion for self-
sustainability beine fuIfi lled?

Fully Highly Moderately Slightly Not at all Not applicable

resources (rndrcator of i. I'he relative contributions of the district/ LGA ani
other partners should be clearly spelt out.. The proportion provided by the fficiat heatth
seryice should be the major one by now.. This 

_proportion offunds should be increasing
vearlv.

Findines:

Is this criterion for self-
sustainability beine fu lfi lled?

Fully Highly Moderately Slightly Not at all Not applicable

and attitude
. Management should be o*ore oJthiii ofil

shortfall, and have specific and realistic plans to
bridge it.

. If it is planned that non-government sources of
funding are to be used after ApOCfunding ends,
written commitmentfor this should have been
obtained at the highest level in these donor
o_r_ganisations (e.g. a new Memorandum of
Understanding).

Findings:

Is this criterion for self-
sustainability beine fu lfi lled?

Fully Highly Moderately Slightly Not at all Not applicable

irQ



7.5 Check whether CDTIfunds in the health district/ LGA budget are efficiently managed

Transport and other mateffilrdsouiddS

Check if there is stfficient transportfor necessary visits to the sub-district levelfor CDTI
related activities (indicator of effectiveness)

Check if trips/iourneys undertakenfor routine CDTI purposes are integrated with those

8.3 C!.:I if the transport made availablefor CDTI is being adequately managed(indicator

8.

8.1

8.2

indicator of effectiveness and efficienc
The budget holder should use a control system with the
following elements:
. Approval ofeach item ofexpenditure. Allocation of expenditure against specific budget

headings
. Regular calculation of residual amounts under

budget headinss.

Findings:

Is this criterion for self-
sustainabilitv beins fu lfi lled?

Fully Highly Moderately Slightly Not at all Not applicable

activities (indicatc r of effectiveness
. There should be no reports offailure to undertake

necessary CDTI activities at sub-district level, due
to transport not being available or a/fordable.t Transport provided by the central level should no
longer be usedfor routine CDTI activities at LGA/
district level.

. ChecHist of aclivities: monitoring/ supervision,
training/ mobilbation, Mectizan distribution

Findings:

Is this criterion for self-
sustainabilitv beine fulfilled?

Fully Highly Moderately Slightly Not at all Not applicable

made other programmes or put indicator of i tion and efficie. Pfthere CDTI is involved. trips should be authorised/
undertakenfor more than one purpose.

. Means of transport provided by specific
programmes should be used for other programmes
as well.

. ChecHist of activities: monitoring/ supervision,
training/ mobilisation, Mectizan distribution

Findings:

Is this criterion for self-
sustainability beine fuIfi lled?

Fully Highly Moderately Slightly Not at all Not applicable

of
. Trips made for CDTI purposes should be properly

authorised in writing by the relevant official.. Each trip undertakenfor CDTI purposes should be
recorded in a log book.

Findings:

Is this criterion for self-
sustainabilitv beins fulfi Iled?

Fully Highly Moderately Slightly Not at all Not applicable



9; Human resdurceb

9.1 Check whether the health dtstrict/ LGA team is skilled and knowledgeable, regarding the

9-2 Check whetherpersonnel at the health district/ LGA level is stable,and whether
provision is madefor passing on CDTI skills when a trained person moves away

implementation of CDTI in its area tion (indicator of effecti
LGA/ health district team members shoutd have enorgh
lcnowledge and skill to undertake att the key CDTI
activities themselves, without help :. Planning
. Training and sensitisatiott/ mobilisation. Mectizan ordering/ distribution
. Monitoring/supervision.

Findinss:

Is this criterion for self-
sustainability beine fu lfi tled?

Fully Highly Moderately Slightly Not at all Not applicable

indicator of effectiveness
. Sta/f should remain in one postfor at leastfive

years.
. There should be immediate training (in CDTI) of

new, unskilled district/ LGA stalf members who
have QDTI responsibilities.

Findings:

Is this criterion for self-
sustainability beins fulfilled?

Fully Highly I Moderately Slightly Not at all Not applicable

il



lnstrument 3: sub-district/ first line health facilitv level

Important note
. By'sub-district/ first line health facility level' is meant:* The health facility and its staff.

t The accompanying politicaV administrative mechanisms between the district/ LGA and
community village levels.

' By'sub-district team'is meant the group of persons working in the first-line health facility
and in its catchment area.

To gather the information you need, you have to make use of the following sources:

. Interviews with:
* One or more knowledgeable members of the sub-district health team, including:

- The most senior person.
- The person responsible for CDTI at this level.
- The person responsible for the sub-district pharmacy.
- The person responsible for financial control at this level.* The person in charge of government/ civil administration at this level (if such a level of
administration exists).

* A senior member of the Sub-district Health Committee - or similar body (if it exists).
These persons may need to be interviewed separately, since some may find it hard to
disagree with others in their presence.

. Documents:
't The coverage reports/ tables for the sub-district for the past three years (per village).* The year plans for the sub-district for the past two years:

- Including the plans for CDTI (integrated with the main plan, or separate).
- Also quarterly or monthly plans (if these exist).* The yearly budget for the last two years for the sub-district - from all sources: the
health districU LGA, own sub-district income, other (note that this budget may be kept
at the health districU LGA level).

* Financial control documents: expendifure authorisation slips, journals, ledgers etc.* Reports (if any) of the last round of CDTI in the sub-district.* Reports (if these exist) of routine supervision visits to the villages, undertaken by sub-
district team members.

* All the forms related to ordering, issuing and control of Mectizan at sub-district level.* All curricula, training materials, timetables, attendance lists and reports relating to
training of CDDs in the sub-districts over the last two years.* All reports of mobilisation/ sensitisation activities in villages in the sub-district in the
past two years.

* All documentation related to control and use of official transport at this level, over the
last two years: trip authorisations, fuel allocations, log books etc.

NOTE:
' Whenever documentary information is requested, it is not enough to receive verbal

assurances that the documents exist. They have to be inspected physically.
' As far as possible information gathered from these sources should be corroborated by

information from sources (interviews and documents) at other levels.

/' .)
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veness
. All villages identified by the latest REMO should be

under treatment (i.e. the geographical coverage
rate is l00o% and stable).

. This should be confirmed by comparing coverage
records with the REMO list of endemic villases

Findings:

Is this criterion for self-
sustainability being fulfilled?

Fully (100%
coverage)

Highly (problem
with nomads

onlv)

Moderately (a few
villages/ hamlets

not covered)

Slightly (many
villages/ hamlets

not covered'l

1. Coverage

l.l Check whether the geographical coverage in the sub-district is satisfoctory (indicator of
effecti

2. Planning: j :

2.1 Check if CDTI is an fficial part of health service activities at this level, or is included in

2.2 Check if there is a written year planfor CDTI in the sub-district (it may appear under
another name, e.g. 'onchocerciasis programme') (indicator of integration and
effecti

the

-l

1.2 Check if all villages have a satisfactory therapeutic coverage rate (indicator of
effectiveness

The therapeutic coverage rate should be:. 6594 or higher, stable or increasinp.

Findings:

Is this criterion for self-
sustainability beine fuIfi lled?

Fully (>85%
coverage)

Highly (75-
84% coverage)

Moderately (65-
74Yo coverage)

Slightly (less than
65% coverage)

'basic activities' rr (indicator of int and attitude
. There should be an offcial document locally

available, making clear that CDTI is a sub-district
responsibility.

. Sub-district stalf should perceive CDTI to be one of
their rout i ne res pons ibil ities.

Findings:

Is this criterion for self-
sustainabiliff beins fuIfi lled?

Fully Highly Moderately Slightly Not at all Not applicable

ectlveness
I There should be a written plan or timetable in

existence, for the most recent round of CDTI.
Ideally the plan should be integrated into the
overall year planfor the sub-district. It should not
be separate.

I

Findings:

Is this criterion for self-
sustainabilitv beins fu lfi lled?

Fully Highly Moderately Slightly Not at all Not applicable



2.3 Check if the plan contains all the elements neededfor CDTI to work well (indicator of
ffecti

Providing leadcrship

Check if the sub-district management team is takingfull responsibilityfor CDTI

3.2 Check if there is evidence of political commitment to CDTI in the sub-districr (indicator
fi ion and attitude

Superviiiori and monitoririg

Check if members of the sub-district team are routinely and efficiently supervising the
CDTI activitv of the villases on site (indicator of effectiweness effir.iennv qnd qfrihrd.)

3.

3.1

4.

4.1

ellectlveness
. The plan should make provisionfor all key

elements.
. ChecHist of key activities: Mectizan supply;

targeted training (for CDDs); targeted
mobilisation/ sensitisation; monitoring and
supervision

Findings:

Is this criterion for self-
sustainabilitv beins fulfilled?

Fully Highly Moderately Slightly Not at all Not applicable

indicator of integratron alrd attitude
. It should be the sub-district management team

which is initiating the key CDTI activities:
planning, monitoring/ supervision, training,
Mectizan ordering/ dis tribution.

. This team should no longer depend on the district/
LGA leadership to cdrry out CDTI.

Findings:

Is this criterion for self-
sustainabilitv beins fuIfi lled?

Fully Highly Moderately Slightly Not at all Not applicable

oIl 10n attl
. The senior politician/ civil ser-vant/ health

committee chairperson at this level should know
about CDTI, should appear committed to it.. There should be evidence ofspeciJic past budgetary
allocations and disbursements for CDTI, and the
amounts should be increasinp.

Findines:

Is this criterion for self-
sustainability beine fulfilled?

Fully Highly Moderately Slightly Not at all Not applicable

lI activi the vi on site (indicator of effectiveness. e ficiencv and attitude. There should be evidence that each village is visited
at least once around the time of distribution.

. During visils to communities/ villages sub-district
stalf should turn their attention to as many health
related programmes and problems as they have
time for.

Findings:

Is this criterion for self-
sustainabi lity beine fu lfilled?

Fully Highly Moderately Slightly Not at all Not applicable



4.2 Check if routine data concerning CDTI activities at this level are collected and
transmitted entirely within the indicator of intesration

The reporting process should be within the government
system, not using other resources.

Findings:

Is this criterion for self-
sustainabilitv beins fu lfilled?

Fully Highly Moderately Slightly Not at all Not applicable

indicator of effectiveness and attitude
. As soon as problems are identified in this way, the

appropriate manager should deal with them.
. Planning must include activities which will improve

coverage in areas where it is unsatisfoctory.
. Successes should be noted and reported, and

approp riate feedb ack given.
. The CDTI co-ordinator should be empowering the

next level to cope with problems.
. ChecHist of key activities: sensitisation/

mobilis ation ; training ; improving Mectizan supply ;
elfective/ sunnortivc sunervis ion

Findines:

Is this criterion for self-
sustainabilitv beins fulfilled?

Fully Highly Moderately Slightly Not at all Not applicable

4.3 Check whether there is a routine process of management of problems and successes,
which are indicated by the monitoring system (coverage data, visits and reports)

5il' Ordering and distribirting,Mbctizen

5.I Check if suficient Mectizan is being ordered annually, and in good time (indicator of
effectiveness

. The orderformsfor the sub-district exist, and are
based on the village orders.

. The Mectizan should be availablefor the sub-
districts in timefor distribution at a time which is
convenient to villagers.

. There should be no reports ofshortages and/ or late
supply.

. Ifthere have been shortages, there should be
specific plans to remedy them.

Findings:

Is this criterion for self-
sustainabiliW beins fulfilled?

Fully Highly Moderately Slightly Not at all Not applicable

5.2 Check if Mectizan is regarded as afree but essential drug at the sub-district level
indicator of in and attitude

. There should be an oficial document locally
available, making clear that Mectizan is an
essential drug at this level.

' Sub-district stallshould perceive Mectizan to be an
essential drus at this level.

Findinss:

Is this criterion for self-
sustainabilitv beine fulfilled?

Fully Highly Moderately Slightly Not at all Not applicable

:?
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5.3 Check if Mectizan is being stored and administered within the government system at this
leve

indicator

6. Training and seilsitisation/ mobilisatibn

NOTE: This refers to training and sensitisation activities performed by officers working at this
level, for the next level.

6.1 Check if

indicator of i
The Meclizan:
. Should be orderedfrom the next level usingforms

supplied by the government.
, Should be stored in a room made available by the

government at this level - preferably in the same
room as the other drugs.

. Should be controlled within the governmenl system,
preferably using the same stock control system as
for other drups.

Findings:

Is this criterion for self-
sustainability beine fu lfilled?

Fully Highly Moderately Slightly Not at all Not applicable

5.4 Check if Mectizan is being distributed appropriately and effectively to the villages
of effectiveness

. Villagers should accept responsibilityfor etrsuring
that they get the Mectizan they needfor each
distribution This will often meanfetching itfrom the
sub-district thems elves.

' However in siluations where villages are veryfar
from health centres, or where it is easy/ practicable
for sub-district stulf b deliver the Mectizan, such
staffshould help with the delivery.

Findings:

Is this criterion for self-
sustainabilitv beine fuIfi lled?

Fully Highly Moderately Slightly Not at all Not applicable

I training is being done (indicator of efficiency and si
. There should be an objective needfor each episode

of training:
* There must be evidence that CDDs to be

trained lack lotowledge and skills to perform
thejob.

* Training to motivate CDDs is not a suficient
reasonfor training.

' The evaluator must be satisfied that the duration of
trainins was iustilied.

Findings:

Is this criterion for self-
sustainability beine fu lfi lled?

Fully Highly Moderately Slightly Not at all Not applicable



6.2 Check that training conducted at this level (i.e. CDD training) is done by the appropriate
indicator of effici and lic

Only sub-district statf should be involved in training of
CDDs (NOTE: in Nigeria it is appropriate if the LOCT
is doins trainins at this level)

Findines:

Is this criterion for self-
sustainabiliW beins fulfilled?

Fully Highly Moderately Slightly Not at all Not applicable

cator of ettectrveness
. The materials should be easy to use.
. The materials should be locally relevant.
. There should be sulficient materials.
. It should be possible to get new stocks of materials

when needed, and staffshould loowfrom which
source thev can obtain them.

Findings:

Is this criterion for self-
sustainabilitv beine fu lfilled?

Fully Highly Moderately Slightly Not at all Not applicable

6.3 Check if adequate and appropriate materials are availablefor the necessary health
education and mobilisation (of villagers) and training (of CDDs), related to CDTI
indicator of effecti

7. Financing/ funding

7.1, Check whether adequate provision is madefor the costs involved in each CDTI related

a

6.4 Check that staJf,at this level continue to be engaged in the sensitisation/ mobilisation of
relevant decision makers in there area indicator of effectiveness

. Stalf routinely identify situations where decision
makers lack information about/ commitment to
CDTI, and undertake activities to inform and
persuade these persons.

. Staff have promotional materials at their disposal
for this DurDose (fliers. poslers etc.).

Findings:

Is this criterion for self-
sustainabilitv beine fulfilled?

Fully Highly Moderately Slightly Not at all Not applicable

activitv at this level (indicator of eflbctiveness
. The costsfor each CDTI related activity in the year

pan should be clearly spelt out in the budget.
. The stalf should be able to justify the amount they

plan lo use
. Checklist of items to be costed: monitoring/

supervision, training/ mobilisation ; arranging
Mectizan supplv

Findings:

Is this criterion for self-
sustainabiliW beins fuIfi lled?

Fully Highly Moderately Slightly Not at all Not applicable



,

I

7.2 Check whetherfunds to cover these costs arefully or increasingly being suppliedfrom

Check if there is sfficient transportfor necessary visits to the sub-district levelfor CDTI

8.2 Check if trips/ journeys undertakenfor routine CDTI purposes are integrated with those

8.

8.1

9.

9.1

Ifuman resources

Check whether the sub-district team is skilled and lorcwledgeable, regarding the

own kub-districil and/ or district/ LGA resources (indicator of i on. The relative contributions of all sources offunding
should be clearly spelt out.

. The proportion provided by the fficial health
service (district or sub-district) should be the major
one by now.

. This proportion offunds should be increasing
vearlv.

Findings:

Is this criterion for self-
sustainabiliff beins fulfilled?

Fully Highly Moderately Slightly Not at all Not applicable

re lat ed ac tivities (indicatc rr of effectiveness
I There should be no reports offailure to undertake

necessary CDTI activities at village level, due to
lransport not being available or alfordable.
Checklist of activities : monitoring/ supervision,
training/ mobil is atioi, arranginp Mectizan supply

I

Findings:

Is this criterion for self-
sustainability beine fuIfi lled?

Fully Highly Moderately Slightly Not at all Not applicable

madefor other programmes or purposes (indicator of intesration and effic
. llrhere CDTI is involved. trips should be authoised/

undertakenfor more than one purpose.
. Means of transport provided by spectfic

programmes should be usedfor other programmes
as well.

. Checklist of activities: monitoring/ supervision,
training/ mobilisation. arransins Mectizan suoolv

Findings:

Is this criterion for self-
sustainabilitv beins fuIfi lled?

Fully Highly Moderately Slightly Not at all Not applicable

implementation of CDTI ils area ion (indicator of effectiveness
' Sub-district team members should have enough

knowledge and skill to undertake all the key CDTI
activities themselves, without help.

. Checklist of activities: planning, monitoring/
supervision, training / mobilisation, arranging
Mectizan suoolv.

Findings:

Is this criterion for self-
sustainabilitv beine fulfilled?

Fully Highly Moderately Slightly Not at all Not applicable
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9.2 Check whetherpersonnel at the sub-district level is stable,and whether provision is made
on CDTI skills when a trained moves a ln dicator of effectiveness. Stalf should remain in one postfor at leastfive

years.
. There should be immediate training (in CDTI) of

new, unskilled sub-district stalf members who have
CDTI responsibilities.

Findings:

Is this criterion for self-
sustainabilitv beine fulfilled?

Fully Highly Moderately Slightly Not at all Not applicable

9.3 Check whether the working conditions of sub-district staffare satisfactory (indicator of
effecti

I

a

veness ).
. The staffshould at least receive their salaries

regularly.
. Also to be considered are stafJing level, medical

equipment (for vital signs), medical supplies,
stationery - these should be adeouate for the iob.

Findings:

Is this criterion for self-
sustainabilitv beins fulfi lled?

Fully Highly Moderately Slightly Not at all Not applicable
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Instrument 4: vill communitv level

To gather the information you need, you have to make use of the following sources:

. Interviews with CDDs, community leaders and community members. These should ideally
be interviewed separately, since CDDs and villagers may find it hard to disagree with the
village head.

. Documents:
* CDDs' treatment registers
* Summary forms, showing coverage data and Mectizan use for the village for the past

three years.
* Copies of Mectizan orders for the village, for the past three years.

NOTE:

' Whenever documentary information is requested, it is not enough to receive verbal
assurances that the documents exist. They have to be inspected physically.

' As far as possible information gathered from these sources should be corroborated by
information gathet'ed from sources (interviews and documents) at other levels.

1.1 Check

ffecti

that the peogrc ical coverape is 100?6 (indica tor of effectiveness
All quarters/ wards and hamlets should be covered
satisfoctorily.

Finding:

Is this criterion for self-
sustainability being fu lfi lled?

Fully (100%
coverage)

Highly
(problem with
nomads onlv)

Moderately (a few
villages/ hamlets

not covered)

Slightly (many
villages/ hamlets

not covered)

1.2 Check that adequate therapeutic coverage is being maintained (indicator of
e lveness

. Therapeutic coverage of 65% is being maintained
or improving.

' There is documentary evidence ofreported rates
fthe summarv forms)-

Finding:

Is this criterion for self-
sustainabiliW beine fulfilled?

Fully (>90%
coverage)

Highly (80-
89%o coverage)

Moderately (65-
79Yo coverage)

Slightly (less than
65% coverage)

C,J



2. Planning

2.1 Check if the census update is routinely done at the same time as the distribution
indicator of effi

i'i 'Prbvidihg,Ieadiiiilhip.

distribution

4: Monitoring

4.1 Check whether village level distribution registers are being kept accurately (indicator of
attitude and effecti

I

-t

rndrcator of etlicrencv and
. CDDs are asked to describe the steps of the

distribution. This should make clear whether they
do the census and the distribution at the same visit.
The CDDs should vbit eachfamily only once a year
(except tofollow up absentees/ refusals).

. Also ask about previous years - what is the routine?

Findings:

Is this criterion for self-
sustainabilitv beins fu lfi lled?

Fully Highly Moderately Slightly Not at all Not applicable

3.1 Check if community leadership gets involved in managing problems and successes with
tri rndrcator of attrfude and eft-ectiveness

. The community leadership should be taking
responsibility for the distribution of Mectizan within
their village.

. Ifcoverage (geographical and therapeutic) is not
adequate or not being maintained, the leadership
should understand the reasons for this.

. The leadership should identify and solve problems
with distribution at this level.

Findings:

Is this criterion for self-
sustainability beine fuIfi lled?

Fully Highly I Moderately Slightly Not at all Not applicable

veness

' The register should be complete and accurate.
. The register may befilled in by the CDD and/ or a

village helper.
, Verify by examining the register.

Findines:

Is this criterion for self-
sustainabiliW beine fulfilled?

Fully Highly Moderately Slightly Not at all Not applicable



4.2 Check whether CDDs are reporting to the sub-district appropriately (indicator of
ffect

Obtainiiig and mhnagiiig M^ eCtizau'

5.2 Check that calculations for the required quantities of Mectizan are accurare (indicator of

5.3 Check that the required amount of Mectizan is received on time (indicator of

J

etlectlveness
. Reporls to sub-district should get to the sub-district

on time.
. Reporls may be summary reports, or the original

village record, depending on the level of skill of the

CDD

Findings:

Is this criterion for self-
sustainabiliW beine fu lfilled?

Fully Highly Moderately Slightly Not at all Not applicable

5.1 Check that the required amount of Mectizan is received indicator of effectiveness

The CDDs / villagers should report that all villagers

who were eligiblefor treatment got it, and that there

was little or no stock left over after completing
treatment round

Findines:

Is this criterion for self-
sustainabilitv beine fulfilled?

Fully Highly Moderately Shghay Not at all Not applicable

effectiveness
. There should be a rational explanation about how

the amount ordered for the village is calculated (on

the basis of population).
. The calculation may be done by the CDD or the

health centre nurse, depending on the CDD's level

of skill.

Findings:

Is this criterion for self-
sustainability being fu lfi lled?

Fully Highly I Moderately Slightly Not at all Not applicable

effectiveness
The CDD and the villagers should report that the

Mectizan arrives at a convenient and acceptable time of
the year.

Findines:

Is this criterion for self-
sustainabiliry being fu lfrlled?

Fully Highly Moderately Slightly Not at all Not applicable

1



effectiveness

' CDDs/ village authorities identify situations where

decision makers lack information about/
commitment to CDTI, and undertake activities to

inform and persuade these persons.
. CDDs/ viltage authorities have promotional

materials at their disposalfor thb purpose (liers,
oosters etc.).

Findings:

Is this criterion for self-
sustainability beine fu lfi lled?

Fully Highly Moderately Slightly Not at all Not applicable

6. Training and sensitisation/ mobilisation

6.1 Check that CDDs and village authorities continue to be engaged in the sensitisation/

mobilisation of relevant decision makers in there area of operation (indicator of

:7;.$...;:.['inlincirig:.' . ii]':i "l':",'"': .i'.i.t*..:' 'r'i:-i'':"-'.".': 
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7.1 Check that the villagers appreciate the financial and non-financial costs involved in CDTI

8. ' Transport and'other materihlrre5our-Ces

8.1 Check if villagers are able to access the necessary transPort to fetch the Mectizan from
thefirst line health centre/ sub-district, and to hand in their distribution reports

a

indicator of attitude
. BrieJly tell villagers (including the village head)

what the component activities of CDTI are:

mobilisation; training; collecting drugs; the actual

di s tributi o n, supervis io n.
. Then ask them where they think resources for these

activities comefrom. They should show an

understanding that the resources come from outside

and from the work of the CDD.

Findines:

Is this criterion for self-
sustainabiliw beine fulfilled?

Fully Highly Moderately Slightly Not at all Not applicable

7.2 Check that the community has made arrangements tofund local costs of distribution
indicator nf attihtrle

ft 
" 
*^*"rlty shi'ould make provisionfor the supply of

record books, pencils, lransporl and olher expenses
iarttrrorl /ineludino nas.cihle re,muneralion for CDDs)

Findings:

Is this criterion for self-
sustainabilitv beine fu lfilled?

Fully Highly Moderately Slightly Not at all Not applicable

indicqtor of effectiveness
. There should be no reports offailure to collect

Mectizan or hand in reports, due to transport not

beins available or affordable.

Findings:

Is this criterion for self-
sustainabilitv beine fulfilled?

Fully Highly Moderately Slightly Not at all Not applicable
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9. Human resources

I

9. I Check that all CDDs have received appropriate training (indicator of ettbcttveness
. CDDs should report that they have received

training and demonstrate understanding of the

work.
. ChecHist: doing lhe census; doing the reports,

giving the right dose; Ioowing who is not eligible;
knowins what to do with side-effects

Findings:

Is this criterion for self-
sustainability beins fulfilled?

Fully Highly Moderately Slightly Not at all Not applicable

9.2 Check that there is a system in placefor new CDDr to acquire the appropriate skills
indicator of effectiveness

There should be a plan in placefor training CDDs to
replace those who drop out, or when nq ) ones are
elected for other reasons.

Findings:

Is this criterion for self-
sustainabiliW beine fulfi lled?

Fully Highly Moderately Slightly Not at all Not applicable

9.3 Check whether CDDs are willing to continue wit@
CDDs should express willingness to continue with
distribution in the long term, given the conditions which
prevail in the community.

Finding:

Is this criterion for self-
sustainabiliW beine fulfilled?

Fully Highly Moderately Slightly Not at all Not applicable

9.4 Check whether villasers value annual treatment (indicator of attitude and ett.ectiveness

The community members should be able to mention one

or more advantages of Mectizan, and express the need

for the annual treatment.

Findine:

Is this criterion for self-
sustainability beine fulfi lled?

Fully Highly Moderately Slightly Not at all Not applicable

9.5 Check whether villagers accept the need for long term CDTI (indicator of attitude and

effectiveness
People should show understanding and express interest
in long term treatment with Mectizan.

Finding:

Is this criterion for self-
sustainabilitv beine fulfilled?

Fully Highly Moderately Slightly Not at all Not applicable
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